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| : On Noveriber 26, 1963, Mr. Ae He Young, pcaietion 
Group B (Cuban) of National Security Agency (NSA), contacted 
Liaison Agent to advise that NSA is undertaking a pid ject<to 
determine whether recent radio traffic between Cuba~and the Used. 
may possibly contain any information of significance “in déaptioned 
case, particularly any information which might indicate a 
connection between the Cuban Governnent and Oswald's assassination 

__ Of President Kennedyaggsy Ww). 

Lp Vy 
Young statéd that NSA has in their files copies of 

x numerous radio messages between the U.S. and Cuba obtained 
Boel sh through NSA monitoring activities; that this traffic , which 

averages approximately 1,000 messages per day, is much too 
rai oe voluminous for an examination of each message; and that through ., 

a mechanical computer process, they intend to select for farther’. 
examination any message sent during the past three monthsswhich * 

me might contain the name of Oswald. They also desire to inglude, | 
‘ in this computer project a selection of n messages contain#Ag the ~ 

names of any close associates of Oswald, particularly in the “™ 
Fair Play for Cuba Committee, as well as any significant we: 
addresses which may have been found among Oswald's effects, 
Young asked whether we could review the results of our ‘8? 
investigations of Oswald and furnish NSA a list of his mé¥e if | 

{ significant contacts as well as addresses found-in his 0 Root Ce 
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aes After checking with the Espionage Section, Liaison «%. 

Oe teh, furnished Young the full name of subject's wife and "the alias> 
“ pe Hidell, which he used in purchasing the murder weapon by mail. 
Gut He was advised that our investigation in this case is still 
dD: at under way, that it is very extensive, and that upon competion 
ov “el ‘we will review the results for the purpose of determining 

whether there are additional logical names or addresses 
| pertinent to the NSA project. Young ree thayj jthey, will 
immediately “nidke? “the. firs eqt” with! the name 
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